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We onsider an atomi Fermi gas onned in a uniform optial lattie potential, where the atoms
an pair into moleules via a magneti eld ontrolled narrow Feshbah resonane. Thus by adjusting
the magneti eld the portion of fermioni and bosoni partiles in the system an be ontinuously
varied. We analyze the statistial mehanis of this system and onsider the interplay of the lattie
physis with the atom-moleule onversion. We study the entropi behavior of the system and har-
aterize the temperature hanges that our during adiabati ramps aross the Feshbah resonane.
We show that an appropriate hoie of lling fration an be used to redue the system temperature
during suh ramps.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fasinating onsequenes of many-
body quantum theory is the striking dierene in be-
havior between systems made from idential bosons or
fermions at low temperatures. The use of Feshbah reso-
nanes in atomi systems is now a routine tehnique for
pairing atoms into diatomi moleules [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8℄, and leads to the intriguing senario: the ontrolled
onversion of an ultra-old degenerate Fermi gas into a
system of bosoni dimers. Hene, in experiments it is
possible to ontrol the statistis of the system by tuning
aross the Feshbah resonane. In this paper we onsider
a partiular ase of suh a system onned in an optial
lattie, shematially shown in Figure 1. Atom-moleule
onversion in an optial lattie has been demonstrated
in several reent experiments [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄. We
develop formalism to quantify the eet that ramping
aross the Feshbah resonane has on the temperature of
the system in the adiabati limit by developing expres-
sions for the entropy in the nearly degenerate regime.
The essene of a Feshbah resonane is that free atom
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Figure 1: Shemati diagram of the system under onsider-
ation: Fermioni atoms in two dierent spin states oupy
states in an optial lattie and are oupled by a Feshbah
resonane into bosoni dimers. Beause the bosoni dimers
have a larger polarizability they experiene a deeper lattie
potential with a dierent spetrum to that for the atoms.
pairs are oupled to a disrete dimer state in a losed
sattering hannel. The energy of this losed hannel
bound state is detuned from the atomi threshold by an
amount Eres, whih is tunable with an applied magneti
eld, sine the unbound atoms and the losed hannel
dimer have dierent magneti moments (e.g. see [15℄). If
Eres < 0 the losed hannel bound state orresponds to
a bound moleular state of the oupled system. When
Eres > 0 the disrete state is embedded in the atom-
i ontinuum and has a nite lifetime. Consequently, it
manifests itself not as a true bound state, but as a sat-
tering resonane. However, if the width of the Feshbah
resonane is suiently narrow, the lifetime of the losed
hannel dimer state is long enough that we may onsider
it a quasi-bound state of the system. Hene, harater-
izing both the bound and the quasi-bound state of an
atom pair as moleules, the number of unbound atoms
and moleules in the gas are well-dened at any given
instant.
The thermodynamis of suh a Feshbah-resonant Fer-
mi gas have been studied in free spae [16℄ as well as in
a harmoni onnement [17, 18℄, and in previous work
we have onsidered the ase of a lattie potential and
analyzed the behaviour of the hemial potential and
the atomi and moleular populations in the degener-
ate regime (kBT . 0.1EF). There has also been a great
deal of work on systems with broad Feshbah resonanes,
whih require a full many-body theory for resonantly in-
terating Fermi atoms [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24℄. For a
deep lattie this has been studied at zero temperature by
Koetsier et al. [25℄.
We believe that the optial lattie introdues onsid-
erable new physis [14, 26, 27, 28, 29℄, and our ambition
here is to understand the resulting hanges in the thermo-
dynamis by onsidering a simple model for the system:
the ase of ideal partiles (i.e. we neglet interations
for both the fermioni atoms and bosoni dimers) in a
translationally invariant lattie potential. In this model
the only eet of the Feshbah resonane is to maintain
hemial equilibrium between the two speies, while a
2major simpliation, this aptures the essential physis
of atom-moleule onversions in experiments [30, 31℄, and
an be shown to be exat in the limit where the resonane
is innitey narrow [32℄. We note that for a (nite) narrow
Feshbah resonane the inlusion of interations should
only impat our results quantitatively.
In this paper we look at the entropi behavior of the
system with speial fous on the low-temperature regime,
sine isentropi surfaes haraterize what will happen to
a system in an adiabati proess. Suh adiabati proess-
es are often used in experiment, and our partiular ase of
interest here is to predit how slowly ramping Eres aross
the Feshbah resonane will eet the temperature, and
hene the degeneray of the system. By looking at the
temperature variation along suh urves we an identify
in whih regimes ooling will our, and surprisingly this
turns out to depend on the average number of atoms per
site in the optial lattie. Lattie physis plays an impor-
tant role in hanging the thermal properties of the sys-
tem, indeed similar studies to what we present here have
been undertaken for pure ideal Bose and Fermi gases in
the translationally invariant lattie [33, 34℄ and more re-
ently for the ase with additional harmoni onnement
[35, 36, 37℄. Interations play an important role in deep
latties, and more reent work has examined the eet
these interations have on the thermal exitation gener-
ated during the preparation of bosoni Mott-insulating
states [38, 39℄, and on the feasibility of ahieving the
fermioni Nèel state [40℄. Finite temperature mixtures of
atomi Bose and Fermi gases (with no onversion meh-
anism) in latties have been studied [41℄ in an attempt
to explain reent experiments [42℄.
II. FORMALISM
We onsider a dilute system of Fermi atoms of mass
ma in a simple ubi optial lattie potential with M
3
sites and subjet to periodi boundary onditions. The
total number of atoms, Ntot, are divided equally into two
dierent internal states whih we denote as |↑〉 and |↓〉,
with populations N↑ and N↓, respetively. We dene the
lling fration η to be the average number of eah type
of atom on eah site
η ≡ N
↑
M3
=
N↓
M3
=
Ntot
2M3
. (1)
By applying a tunable magneti eld we an make the
two atomi speies interat with a Feshbah resonane
and ontrol whether these partile exist as individual (un-
bound) atoms or partiipate in bosoni dimers with mass
mm = 2ma. We assume that the atoms and diatomi
moleules are in thermal and hemial equilibrium, and
we dene the mean number of atoms (Na) and moleular
dimers (Nm) with the number onservation ondition
Ntot = Na + 2Nm. (2)
A. Thermodynamis
The thermal equilibrium ondition for our system en-
sures that the atoms and the moleules share the temper-
ature T , and that the hemial potentials of the atoms
and moleules are related as µm = µ
↑
a+µ
↓
a. Sine we are
onsidering an equal spin-mixture, this simplies to
µm = 2µ, (3)
where µ ≡ µ↑a = µ↓a is the ommon atomi hemial po-
tential, and µm is the moleular hemial potential. As
the atoms only interat through the Feshbah resonane,
we an desribe the system by the single-partile energy
levels, and the oupation of these are given by the Fermi-
Dira and Bose-Einstein distributions for the atoms and
the moleules, respetively. Taking into aount that we
an eetively shift the moleular energy spetrum by
an amount Eres relative to the atomi spetrum via the
Feshbah resonane, the relevant distributions are
f ra ≡
1
e(E
r
a−µ)/kBT + 1
, (4a)
f rm ≡
1
e(E
r
m+Eres−2µ)/kBT − 1 . (4b)
The quantities Era and E
r
m denote the single partile ener-
gy levels in the lattie for the atoms and moleules respe-
tively, where r is an appropriate quantum number (r =
0, 1, 2, . . .). Sine the moleules are governed by Bose-
Einstein statistis we have the usual onstraint that the
(moleular) hemial potential must lie below the low-
est moleular single partile state, i.e. µm < E
0
m + Eres.
For eah hoie of the resonane energy, lling fration,
temperature and lattie depth the hemial potential µ is
then determined from the onservation of the total par-
tile number (2) where
Na = 2
∞∑
r=0
f ra , (5a)
Nm =
∞∑
r=0
f rm. (5b)
One the relation between µ, T and the externally ad-
justable parameters has been established, it is straight-
forward to alulate any thermodynami quantity suh
as the entropy [43℄
Stot = Sa + Sm, (6a)
Sa = −2
∞∑
r=0
[f ra ln f
r
a + (1 − f ra) ln(1 − f ra)] kB, (6b)
Sm = −
∞∑
r=0
[f rm ln f
r
m − (1 + f rm) ln(1 + f rm)] kB, (6)
where Stot is the total system entropy, whih is addi-
tively formed from the atomi (Sa) and moleular (Sm)
subsystem entropies.
3B. Energy levels in the lattie
The lasers whih reate the optial lattie have the
wavelength λL = 2pi/kL and the resulting potential
is Vσ(x) = V0,σL(x) with σ = a,m for atoms and
moleules, respetively, and where
L(x) = sin2(kLx) + sin
2(kLy) + sin
2(kLz) ,
is the dimensionless shape of the lattie. The potential
depth V0,σ for the two dierent speies is not the same,
sine a moleule onsists of two atoms and therefore ex-
perienes twie the Stark shift of an individual atom:
V0,m = 2V0,a ≡ 2V0.
To nd the possible energy levels we solve the station-
ary Shrödinger equation, whih for our simple ubi lat-
tie separates into three 1D Bloh equations. To nd the
3D energies it is therefore suient to alulate the 1D
energy levels and make all possible triplets thereof. It
is onvenient to resale the stationary Shrödinger equa-
tion for the speies σ by the orresponding reoil energy
ER,σ ≡ ℏ2k2L/2mσ:{
− ℏ
2
k2L
∇2 + V¯0,σL(x)
}
ψrσ(x) = E¯
r
σrψ
r
σ(x), (7)
where the barred quantities are energies in units of ER,σ.
The operator on the left hand side only depends on the σ
through the speies-dependent lattie potential V0,σ and
therefore the spetrum an be written as E¯rσ = E¯
r(V¯0,σ)
for some speies-independent funtion E¯r. Furthermore,
sine the moleules are twie as heavy as the atoms and
feel twie as deep a potential, we have the relation V¯0,m =
4V¯0,a, whih means that the energy spetra for V¯0,m and
4V¯0,a have preisely the same shape but with dierent
salings on the energy axis.
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Figure 2: The density of states for a 31×31×31 optial lattie
as a funtion of the potential depth for the partile type σ.
The density of states is found by binning the energy levels in
intervals of width 0.04ER,σ .
1. Energy sales
The fat that the atoms and moleules experiene dif-
ferent lattie potentials thus leads to a relative shift of the
two spetra in addition to the magneti eld adjustable
Feshbah detuning Eres. Consequently, the position and
width of the Feshbah resonane, as indiated by the in-
teronversion of atoms and moleules, depends on the
depth of the optial lattie potential [44℄.
In Figure 2 we illustrate the energy spetrum in the
3D lattie by plotting the density of states as a funtion
of the lattie depth. The energy levels are distributed
in a band-struture, where the bandwidths and the band
gaps are strongly dependent on the depth of the lattie.
The width of the allowed energy bands dereases as the
lattie beomes deeper and for very deep lattie poten-
tials the lowest energy band approximately redues to a
single energy level with a degeneray that sales with the
size of the system. On the other hand, the gaps between
energy bands inrease as the potential depth inreases.
Beause of the dierent potentials the atoms and
moleule experiene, there is an energy splitting between
the lowest atomi and moleular levels in the optial lat-
tie. Using a tight binding analysis, appropriate to the
regime V0 & 4ER,a, we nd that this splitting is given by
E0m − E0a ≈
3
8
(
1 +
3
8
1√
V0,a/ER,a
)
ER,a, (8)
as derived in Ref. [44℄.
In a 1D periodi potential a band gap opens at the
edges of the rst Brillouin zone for an arbitrarily small
lattie depth. On the ontrary, in a 3D system the ontin-
uum is only broken up into separated bands if the lattie
potential is suiently deep, as is lear from Figure 2. In
general it is of interest to know the width of the ground
energy band (δσ) and the gap between the ground and
rst exited energy bands (∆σ) in the lattie. We nd
that
∆σ ≈
(
2
√
V0,σ
ER,σ
− 1− 23
24
1√
V0,σ/ER,σ
)
ER,σ, (9)
δσ ≈ 48√
pi
(
V0,σ
ER,σ
)3/4
exp
(
−2
√
V0,σ
ER,σ
)
ER,σ, (10)
where both results are valid in the tight binding regime
with the rst result derived in Appendix A, and the se-
ond result is obtained from the harmoni osillator ap-
proximation for the tunneling matrix element. We re-
mark that ∆σ/kB sets the temperature sale for the ex-
ited bands to be relevant for the thermodynamis of
partile to type σ in the system.
A onvenient energy sale is the Fermi energy
EF(η, V0), whih is taken to be the highest oupied en-
ergy level, when all the atoms are unbound. We note
that for our hoie of energy origin the relevant Fermi
temperature for haraterizing degeneray is given by
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Figure 3: The system entropy Stot in the (Eres, T ) plane for
V0 = 10ER,a and η = 0.8.
TF = (EF − E0a)/kB, with E0a the atomi ground state
energy. If η < 1 ther Fermi energy lies in the ground
band (for suiently low temperatures) and the degen-
eray ondition is kBT . δa.
III. ENTROPY
To haraterize the state properties of our system we
numerially alulate the hemial potential for various
points in the phase spae (V0, η, Eres, T ), as disussed in
Se. II. Of most interest to us here is the behavior of
the system entropy (6) as Eres and T vary, for whih
a typial example is shown in Figure 3. We make the
following general observations on this dependene:
Atomi regime: Well above the resonane, i.e. for
Eres & 2EF, the entropy is independent of Eres.
In this regime the lowest moleular energy levels
are at a muh higher energy than the atomi lev-
els and are inaessible. This result is only valid in
the regime where kBT < EF, so that we an neglet
thermal ativation of the moleular states.
Moleular regime: Well below the resonane, i.e. for
Eres . −2EF, the opposite regime is entered in-
to, in whih only the moleular states are aessi-
ble at low temperatures. Hene, in the lower left
hand orner of the phase diagram the entropy is al-
most independent of Eres. At higher temperatures
the resonane energy plays a larger role, sine the
moleules start dissoiating at a temperature on
the order of |Eres|/kB.
Entropy peak: A notable feature of the entropy phase
diagram is the behavior at Eres ≈ EF where the
entropy as a funtion of the resonane energy has
a maximum along eah isotherm  a feature most
notieable at low temperatures. We investigate
this feature further below, but note that it aris-
es where the system is an equal mixture of atoms
and moleules, and thus able to obtain maximum
disorder for a given temperature.
A. Entropy peak
To analyze this last eet in more detail we look at
the ontributions to the entropy from both the atoms
and the moleules along lines of onstant temperature for
kBT . 0.1EF. We will show that when approahing the
transition zone, where the onversion between atoms and
moleules takes plae, the entropy inreases from either
side.
To larify the underlying physis we develop a simple
analyti model that should provide a good desription in
the deep lattie limit where the lowest energy bands are
at, provided the temperature is small ompared to the
rst band gap but large ompared to the ground band-
width, i.e.
δσ ≪ kBT ≪ ∆σ. (11)
We also require that η ≤ 1 so that higher bands are not
populated by atoms due to the Pauli exlusion priniple,
and furthermore that a ondensate does not our in the
moleular system, whih would require a unique ground
state. We note that these onditions are broadly onsis-
tent with the typial regime that experiments operate in.
In this ase we an approximate the density of states for
the atoms and moleules as
ρa(E) = 2M
3δ(E − E0a), (12a)
ρm(E) =M
3δ(E − E0m − Eres), (12b)
where, in the validity regime of this model, we an use
(8) to relate the dierene between E0a and E
0
m to the
lattie depth.
In this approximation the level oupations (of the
ground band) are independent of the partiular level un-
der onsideration, and depend only on whether the par-
tile is an atom or a moleule, for whih we denote the
mean level oupation as f0a and f
0
m, respetively. The
orresponding entropy ontributions will be
Sa = −2M3
[
f0a ln f
0
a + (1− f0a ) ln(1 − f0a)
]
kB, (13a)
Sm = −M3
[
f0m ln f
0
m − (1 + f0m) ln(1 + f0m)
]
kB. (13b)
We prove in Appendix B that at xed temperature the
total entropy Stot = Sa+Sm, ombining results (13a) and
(13b), is maximized when the resonane energy takes the
value ESmaxres = 2E
0
a − E0m, and in the deep lattie limit
this may be approximated by
ESmaxres ≈ EF −
(
3
8
− 3
16
1√
V0,a/ER,a
)
ER,a., (14)
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Figure 4: The atomi and moleular ontributions to the entropy as well as the total entropy as funtions of Eres at onstant
temperature, kBT = 0.04EF, lattie depth V0 = 10ER,a and for two dierent lling frations. The horizontal dashed lines
are the atomi and moleular entropy plateaus, Eqs. (15a) and (15b), respetively, and the vertial dashed lines indiate the
resonane energy maximizing the entropy as approximated by (14).
using (8) and setting E0a ≈ EF. This oinides with
the resonane energy at whih the system obtains a 50%
moleule fration at zero temperature [44℄.
In Figure 4 we present two examples from the numer-
ial analysis of the behavior of the system entropy along
an isotherm, and the portion of the system entropy aris-
ing from the atomi and moleular subsystems. In both
ases it is lear that the system entropy is maximized in
the transition region at a value of the resonane energy
that is in good agreement with our analyti expression
for ESmaxres . The rst ase of η = 0.5 shown in Figure 4 re-
veals that the maximum in entropy arises from the rapid
growth of degrees of freedom as population is oupled
into the new subsystem (i.e. the growth of the atomi
(moleular) entropy as we approah the transition from
the left (right)) exeeding the redution of entropy from
the subsystem loosing population.
In the seond ase of η = 0.9 shown in Figure 4, we
see behavior not tting the previous desription: not on-
ly the moleular, but also the atomi subsystem entropy
inreases as the transition is approahed from the right.
The key feature leading to this is the non-monotoni de-
pendene of the atomi subsystem entropy on Eres, whih
ours when the lling satises η > 12 . We note from
(13) that Sa vanishes for f
0
a = 0 and f
0
a = 1, and is
maximum for f0a =
1
2 . Thus for high lling (η >
1
2 ) as
the resonane energy is lowered and the transition region
is approahed (from above) f0a dereases, initially lead-
ing to an inrease in Sa, until f
0
a dereases below
1
2 , at
whih point Sa begins to derease. In ontrast, due to
their bosoni statistis the moleules give a ontribution
to the total entropy, whih inreases with inreasing f0m.
This peak in the atomi entropy an also be understood
from (B4a), whih states that the sign of ∂Sa/∂Eres is
determined by the sign of E0a − µ, and this an be nega-
tive if the hemial potential lies higher than the ground
atomi energy level. This requires
1
2 < η ≤ 1, sine in the
deep lattie limit µ = E0a − kBT ln
(
1−η
η
)
on the atomi
side of the resonane, assuming (11). Note that there is
no analogue eet for the moleules, sine we always have
Em+Eres < 2µ in (B4b) due to Bose-Einstein statistis.
B. Entropy plateaus
On the atomi side of the transistion zone (Eres & 2EF)
and for the range of T where (11) is valid, fa is onstant
at the value of η. The assoiated entropy is entirely due
to the atomi subsystem and is onstant at the plateau
value
Spa = −2M3 [η ln η + (1− η) ln(1− η)] kB. (15a)
Also, in a similar temperature regime on the moleular
side of the transistion zone (Eres . −2EF) we have a
onstant moleular oupation fm = η and hene an as-
soiated entropy plateau of
Spm = −M3 [η ln η − (1 + η) ln(1 + η)] kB. (15b)
These plateaus are indiated in Figure 4 as Eres varies
and learly provide a good desription of the total sys-
tem entropy on either side of the transition region. In
Figure 5 we show the total entropy for the system as a
funtion of temperature for Eres = +4EF (in the atom-
i regime) and Eres = −4EF (in the moleular regime),
respetively. These results learly show the importane
of the energy sales δσ and ∆σ: For δσ ≪ kBT ≪ ∆σ
the plateau is observed in good agreement with the an-
alytial predition. For lower temperatures, kBT ≪ δσ,
the ground band is not uniformly oupied leading to a
sharp suppression of entropy near T = 0. At higher tem-
peratures, ∆σ ≪ kBT , exited bands beome thermally
aessible and ontribute additional entropy.
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Figure 5: Entropi behavior for V0 = 10ER,a. Left: The total entropy at Eres = −4EF (red urve) and Eres = +4EF (blue
urve), orresponding to a pure Bose and Fermi gas, respetively. The urves have plateaus, whih are marked by the two
dashed horizontal lines. Right: The height of the plateaus are read o manually ( for the moleular and ◦ for the atomi
entropy plateau). These are well approximated by Eqs. (15a) and (15b) (dashed urves) and interset at the lling fration
ηc = 0.726.
As is lear from the results in Figure 5 in the tempera-
ture range δσ ≪ kBT ≪ ∆σ the entropy on the plateaus
an be quite aurately determined from the full numer-
ial alulations. We ompare the results of suh values
against the analyti expressions (15) for a range of lling
frations in Figure 5 on the right. The urves for the
atomi and the moleular entropy plateaus interset at
the lling fration ηc
ηc = 0.726, (16)
as is seen by equating (15a) and (15b).
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a lattie depth V0 = 20ER,a. For η < ηc the temperature
inreases while it dereases (for suiently low Ti) for η > ηc.
IV. ADIABATIC SWEEP OF Eres
Beause ultra-old atom systems are eetively iso-
lated, i.e. not thermally onneted to a reservoir, the
various manipulations that an be made to the sys-
tem will usually result in a hange in its equilibri-
um temperature. Suh hanges in temperature that
our during loading into optial latties an be ap-
preiable and has been of onsiderable reent interest
[33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41℄. Here we investi-
gate the temperature hanges arising in the Feshbah
oupled Fermi gas in an optial lattie. To do this we
onsider our initial system in the atomi regime with
temperature Ti and entropy Si(Ti) and then determine
the nal temperature after an adiabati sweep of Eres
into the moleular regime by equating the entropy fun-
tions, Sf (Tf) = Si(Ti), where Sf is the system entropy
at the nal Eres value. Figure 6 shows our results for the
relationship between Ti and Tf for various lling fra-
tions. For moderate llings, η = 0.4, 0.6, 0.7, we observe
that the sweep leads to a nal temperature muh greater
than the initial temperature. This an be qualitatively
understood beause there are half as many moleules as
atoms, and their temperature needs to be higher to arry
the same amount of disorder as the unbound atoms. Of
ourse this argument is not general. As disussed ear-
lier, in the atomi regime in onditions where only the
ground band is aessible, as the lling fration inreases
past η = 0.5, the entropy of the fermioni atoms dereas-
es (at xed T )  on the other hand, the bosoni entropy
only inreases with inreasing η. Our results show that
for the parameters under onsideration in Figure 6 that
for η & 0.8, there is a wide region of initial temperatures
for whih the Feshbah sweep leads to a muh older
moleular gas.
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Figure 7: Shemati illustration of the adiabati ooling. Left: If the atomi entropy plateau lies above the moleular one
(η < ηc) the nal temperature in an adiabati Eres-sweep will be higher than the initial temperature as shown to the left.
However, if the moleular entropy plateau lies above the atomi one (ηc < η ≤ 1) the nal temperature will be omparable to
the bandwidth of the moleular spetrum, δm.
This behavior is quantitatively explained in Figure 7
where the entropy urves in the atomi and moleular
regimes are shown for two dierent ases: (1) If the atom-
i entropy plateau lies above the moleular one (η < ηc)
and we start with an initial temperature Ti orrespond-
ing to an atomi entropy on the plateau, then Tf will
be independent of and lie above Ti. (2) If on the other
hand the atomi entropy plateau lies below the moleu-
lar one (ηc < η < 1), the nal temperature will be muh
lower, i.e. lie in the regime where kBT is omparable
to δσ. A detailed predition for the nal temperature
requires a theory for the moleular entropy dependene
on temperature outside of the plateau region. There is
no general losed-form expression for this in the lattie
potential, however in the regime where signiant tem-
perature redution is predited the uniform Bose gas ex-
pression should be appliable with the replaement of
mm by an eetive mass inluding the inuene of the
lattie (it should be noted that in the moleular regime
for kBT . δm ondensation is likely and will need to be
inluded to make a quantitative predition).
The above results only apply when the the initial
state lies on the entropy plateaus (i.e. Eres & 2EF and
δa ≪ kBT ≪ ∆a). The upper temperature limit, ∆a,
inreases with inreasing V0, and the lower limit, δa, de-
reases with inreasing V0, so that the region of appli-
ability of this simple analysis improves with inreasing
lattie depth. However, this is also the regime in whih
interation eets beome more important requiring a de-
sription beyond that presented here, if quantative pre-
ditions are to be obtained.
V. THE ROLE OF INTERACTIONS
We have thus far negleted interations in our analysis
to eluidate the aspets of the thermodynamis arising
from the band struture in the lattie potential. We now
briey disuss how interations will modify our onlu-
sions. Our analysis of isentropi sweeps of the resonane
energy relied on the existene of plateaus of onstant en-
tropy on both sides of the Feshbah resonane. We there-
fore onentrate on how interations impat the entropy
in the moleular and the atomi limits.
On the moleular side of the resonane we have a pure-
ly bosoni system with weakly repulsive residual intera-
tions. As the lattie depth is inreased orrelation eets
get stronger in the system. For the translationally invari-
ant lattie the speial ase where the number of bosons
is ommensurate with the number of lattie sites then
the system an undergo a quantum phase transition to
the Mott-insulating phase. In the Mott-insulating phase
a gap, given by the on-site interation strength (Um),
emerges in the exitation spetrum. For temperatures
larger than Um/kB (but muh smaller than the gap to
the rst exited lattie band) the moleular entropy will
still exhibit a plateau [45, 46, 47℄. As in the ideal ase the
existene of an entropy plateau is a onsequene of the
uniform distribution of the partiles over all the states
in the lowest band. Hene the value of the moleular
entropy on the plateau is determined mostly from om-
binatorial arguments. At lower temperatures the exi-
tation gap exponentially suppresses the entropy of the
moleules.
It is worth noting that the main results of this work
have been in the regime η < 1, for whih the boson num-
ber is inommensurate with the number of lattie sites
and the Mott-insulator transition an not our [48℄. For
8this ase the our ideal alulations should have a wider
regime of validity.
On the other side of the resonane the interation be-
tween the free atoms is attrative and the ground state
is a paired BCS superuid, haraterized by a pairing
gap, ∆pair. The size of the pairing gap depends on
the strength of the attrative interation Ua ompared
with the bandwidth δa. In the weak oupling limit ∆pair
is exponentially small and proportional to δa, while for
stronger interations the size of ∆pair is set by |Ua| [49℄.
As was the ase for the moleules the atomi entropy is
redued by an exponential fator for kBT smaller than
∆pair, while it reahes a onstant plateau in the inter-
mediate temperature regime ∆pair < kBT ≪ ∆a. Hene
orrelated states introdue a new low energy sale |Uσ|,
whih replaes the bandwidth δσ as the relevant energy
sale for the existene of an entropy plateau, and our on-
lusions remain qualitatively orret when interations
are inluded, provided |Ua| ≪ ∆a and Um ≪ ∆m in the
deep lattie limit. Whether this inequality an be satis-
ed will depend on the details of the interations.
Finally, we remark that while the Feshbah moleules
are produed in the least bound ro-vibrational state they
are remarkably robust against ollisional deexitation,
whih ould lead to losses when a moleule shares a lat-
tie site with another moleule or a free atom. This sta-
bility arises from Pauli bloking of the the onstituent
fermioni atoms [50℄. Again we note that sine our pri-
mary interest here is in systems with lling frations less
than unity, the eet of ollisional losses will be smaller.
When an external harmoni trapping potential is
present the qualitative similarity of the physis of the
ideal and strongly orrelated regimes is not lear. For in-
stane, in this ase the gas will in general ontain several
distint spatial regions exhibiting either superuid or in-
sulating behavior [51℄. Hene this situation will require
future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have onsidered the Feshbah reso-
nane based assoiation of a Fermi gas of atoms on-
ned in a uniform optial lattie potential. Our anal-
ysis of the statistial mehanis of this system has re-
vealed a rih range of behavior in this system arising from
the strikingly dierent degenerate properties of the atom
and moleular degrees of freedom, and the well-isolated
ground band that forms in moderately deep lattie poten-
tials. We have onsidered the eet of an adiabati ramp
of the Feshbah resonane from the atomi to moleu-
lar regimes, and shown that a older moleular gas an
be produed for a wide parameter regime if the lling
fration lies in the range 0.726 < η < 1.
By foussing on the ideal gas ase we have been able
to larify the eet of the translationally invariant lattie
potential on the atom-moleule equilibrium. Building on
this study, future work will be to inlude interations and
the additional onnement present in experiments due to
the inhomogeneous harmoni trap potential.
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Appendix A: ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR
THE FIRST BAND GAP
In the deep lattie limit we an make a tight-binding
approximation and regard the potential as a olletion of
M3 independent wells. The entral band energy is then
given by the disrete energy levels Enσ in eah well whih
to lowest order are harmoni osillators, but anharmoni
orretions an be alulated using perturbation theory
(see Appendix A of Ref. [44℄). Coupling between wells
indues a nite bandwidth, that we neglet in the deep
lattie (at band) limit. Beause the lattie potential is
separable the energies are of the form
Enσ = Enxσ + Enyσ + Enzσ , (A1)
where we refer to the Enjσ as the 1D energies along the
xj diretion, and {n} ↔ {nx, ny, nz} are the quantum
numbers desribing the single well state. The lowest two
1D energy levels are given by [44℄
E0σ ≈
(√
V0,σ
ER,σ
− 1
4
− 3
48
1√
V0,σ/ER,σ
)
ER,σ, (A2a)
E1σ ≈
(
3
√
V0,σ
ER,σ
− 5
4
− 49
48
1√
V0,σ/ER,σ
)
ER,σ. (A2b)
From (A1) we see that the lowest 3D energy band lies at
E0σ = 3E0σ while the next 3D energy band lies at E1σ =
2E0σ + E1σ yielding a bandgap of
∆σ = E
1
σ − E0σ = E1σ − E0σ. (A3)
Approximating the two lowest 1D energy levels by (A2)
we have
∆σ ≈
(
2
√
V0,σ
ER,σ
− 1− 23
24
1√
V0,σ/ER,σ
)
ER,σ. (A4)
Appendix B: MAXIMISING ENTROPY IN THE
FLAT-BAND LIMIT
We are interested in how the total entropy Stot = Sa+
Sm hanges if we hange the resonane energy but keep
the temperature onstant, i.e.(
dStot
dEres
)
T
=
∂Sa
∂f0a
(
df0a
dEres
)
T
+
∂Sm
∂f0m
(
df0m
dEres
)
T
. (B1)
9The number of unbound atoms is Na = 2M
3f0a and the
number of moleules is Nm = M
3f0m, so by ombining
(1) with the ondition of partile onservation (2) we get
f0a + f
0
m = η. (B2)
We may thus rewrite (B1) as(
dStot
dEres
)
T
=
{
∂Sa
∂f0a
− ∂Sm
∂f0m
}(
df0a
dEres
)
T
. (B3)
From (13) the partial derivatives of Sa and Sm with re-
spet to the oupation numbers f0a and f
0
m an be found,
leading to
∂Sa
∂f0a
=
2M3(E0a − µ)
T
, (B4a)
∂Sm
∂f0m
=
M3(E0m + Eres − 2µ)
T
, (B4b)
whih we an insert in (B3), yielding
(
dStot
dEres
)
T
=
M3
(
2E0a − E0m − Eres
)
T
(
df0a
dEres
)
T
. (B5)
The dependene of Eres on f
0
a is via the hemial po-
tential, so the derivative is
(
df0a
dEres
)
T
=
1
kBT
e(E
0
a−µ)/kBT
(e(E
0
a−µ)/kBT + 1)2
∂µ
∂Eres
, (B6)
whih is positive sine ∂µ/∂Eres > 0 in this regime [44℄.
Thus we see from (B5) that the sign of the derivative of
Stot with respet to Eres is the same as the sign of the
quantity 2E0a−E0m−Eres. We onlude that the entropy
is maximal when the resonane energy equals
ESmaxres ≡ 2E0a − E0m = E0a − (E0m − E0a) (B7)
and in this deep lattie limit we an approximateE0m−E0a
by (8) and set E0a equal to the Fermi energy, suh that
we get
ESmaxres ≈ EF −
(
3
8
− 3
16
1√
V0,a/ER,a
)
ER,a. (B8)
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